
How Lube Works
I have been thinking on this since the last major discussion we had over lube. I have always destroyed the theories of
others when examples could be produced, but never offered one of my own. You have to realize that there many
different firing scenarios from shooting bore sized, gas checked bullets in a handgun to a throat choked rifle bullet that
is sealed from gas at the get go. Complete seals can be established to none at all. And any lube theory must stand up to
explain all situations. There are usually two theory camps. The hand gunners who tend to be Lube Sealers or Lube
Pumpers. Or the rifleman and Lube Lubricators or Hydrologists of which I was one. Neither camp is correct.

So here comes my NEW and UPDATED rational. 

1. I know that lead has a poor heat transfer rate which is the reason that surface friction can cause melting and thus
leading.

2. I know that all lead that comes in contact with a bore will encounter frictional forces from either pressure,
acceleration or rotation that will cause heat. Unless prevented, friction will eventually cause enough heat to cause
melting described in 1. above.

3. I know that all lubes, no matter what they are made of, melt under heat. No matter how hard they are, this melting
turns them or portions of them into a liquid state. There are three properties of liquids that apply here. A: All liquids
can NOT be compressed by any force known to man. B: All liquids expand when heated. C: All liquids transfer heat
very rapidly like dunking a hot iron in water or oil.

4. The slipperier a lube is, the less friction (heat) will occur under every possible firing scenario. 

5. The harder a bullet is, the less friction from deformation or obturation will occur. As a side note: the harder a bullet
is, the more spring back it will have to maintain contact over distances of dimensional imperfections that is within the
bullet's ability to expand. 

6. The smoother and more dimensionally correct a bore is or becomes over it's life, the less friction (heat) it will
generate and the better seals it will maintain. Therefore, a smooth and dimensionally correct barrel allows the use of
weaker lubes or softer lead at the same pressures or higher pressures and velocities with harder lead than it did before.

These are the factors we work with or around when we work with cast. Paper patching or taping prevent heat transfer
from metal to metal contact, so less friction (heat transfer) means less need for lube or none at all.

Here it is: THE PRIMARY PURPOSE OF A LUBE IS TO WISK AWAY HEAT FROM METAL SURFACES. How
much lube is needed is that amount or quality to handle the heat created by your firing situation. If barrel heat is
suddenly raised, then more lube or higher viscosity lube will be required to prevent leading. The same load in freezing
conditions might get away with half the lube or a less persistent lube. Yep. There it is in a nut shell. Lube isn't just a
lubricator. Lube isn't just a sealer. Lube is a heat sink!!!

A second benefit of lube can be to hydraulically maintain bullet shape if in sufficient quantity to prevent friction from
obturation. The larger the quantity that can be trapped, the greater the heat transfer capability. (A thimble full boils
faster than a big pot) This hydraulic condition would be impossible to maintain in handguns with all the failures of
bullet support and seals that occur at the B/C gap, Then pumping of the remaining lube will be the only hope. But
hydraulics can be maintained under rifle like conditions. Thus rifle like conditions allow higher pressures and
velocities with the same lubes and hardness used in a handgun situation.

And the third purpose for a lube is obviously to cut friction and therefore minimize the amount of heat that needs to be
transferred or whisked away from the lead AND the barrel steel.

I think this .... combined theory explains why lubes or materials that are not even thought of as lubricants, like LLA,



can function under certain situations. And it explains how important bore condition is to this balanced equation. It also
explains why these non-lubes CAN fail before other lubes, if ideal bore conditions break down. It all depends on the
firing conditions. A lube works, or it fails.

Non-lubricating lubes can perform the primary function which is to liquefy and absorb heat. And under certain
conditions of smaller micro bands, they can maintain some hydraulic integrity. Understand they don't have to perform
as much hydraulically because surface lubes (LLA) are generally used on stronger bullet designs. (Those WITHOUT
deep, weakening, lube grooves.) When these type lubes fail, it is because they provided less lubrication to minimize
bore friction and were used up by thermal breakdown before the bullet exited. (Ever hear that LLA smokes heavily
under pressure?)

So as long as bore condition and dimensions and lead hardness and bullet design and controlled pressure (what ever
level that is) and temperature both of the barrel and externally, can be controlled by the .... heat transfer rate of ANY
lube, it works, and leading is prevented. When one or more of these factors are over come, and the lube cannot control
friction, or dissipate the heat before the bullet exits, the lead is melted and left in the bore. 

Expansion of lube from heat will eventually turn it into a gaseous state itself which I'll call thermal breakdown. This
can explain why ANY lube smokes under pressures (that are extreme for it) just before it fails. When lube is left in the
bore, the affect is additive and available to the next bullet to prevent friction, and thus heat, which is why some lubes
don't perform well until a build up or a blackbore condition is established. This also explains why we need less lube in
the winter as temps drop and heat is less of a factor. And why Felix always talks of viscosity or lubricity for the
pressure application under which the will be used.
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